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Purpose of the Day
The Island Food Network hosted an afternoon session to offer back community input
on a Shared Food Vision for Cape Breton / Unama’ki. Input was gathered through a
survey, facilitated community food conversations, and food story interviews. This
session also served as a group sensemaking session to reflect on the findings and add
any pieces of the puzzles that may have been missing. Further, the day allowed for an
opportunity to explore next-steps.

What We Did
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Who Was There
Roughly 30 individuals from across the Island were present for the afternoon. There
were members from the Island Food Network Steering Committee, the Food Policy
Working Group, representatives from a range of sectors, and community members.

Lunch
To begin the What We Heard session, participants came together to enjoy a lovely local
meal, catered by Chef Eradin MacLellan, owner and operator of Arrowroot Food Co.
Eradin prepared a delicious summer BBQ with both veggie burgers and beef burgers,
which were nicely paired with a fresh garden salad. Eradin’s own rhubarb ketchup was a
big hit! All of the ingredients were soured from local producers, a beautiful showcase of
the food our region has to offer.
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Welcome and Background
Once the participants had a chance to fill their
bellies over great conversation and many
laughs, they gathered in a circle to begin the
conversation. The afternoon opened with an
acknowledgement of the meeting place, the
ancestral and unceded territory of the
Mi’kmaw People. We are grateful for their
stewardship of these lands and waters over
thousands of years and we host these food
conversations with consideration for the
wisdom demonstrated by this.
Everyone was asked which of the five pillars
from the draft food charter (Lands and Water,
Healthy Communities, Food Culture and
Celebration, Food Literacy and Local Food
Economy) they most strongly identified with
in their work and/or personal life. Most
people believed that they fit into more than
one or even all the pillars.
After the introduction, a brief overview of the
Island Food Network (IFN) and the Food Policy Working Group (FPWG), was offered for
those new to the group, and the participants were directed to the Island Food Network
resources that were provided to help them gain a more complete picture of the work
done to date. These included: The IFN Backgrounder and Food For Thought – Cape
Breton Food Facts. The Shared Food Vision and its importance, as well as, what a Food
Action Plan might look like and why it is needed were also explained. At this point there
was also a check-in to see how many people were in the room from the different areas
of the Island. Most participants were from Inverness, Victoria and Cape Breton counties.
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Presenting the Findings
The participants were reminded of the framework developed by the FPWG, which
included the five food pillars. This framework became the foundation for the community
consultation process. It was noted that this is just one way to slice the pie. It is
important to acknowledge that these pillars may silo the work, and that overarching
themes did emerge from the data, suggesting that cross-cutting themes will need
greater emphasis moving forward.
As most of the data that was collected during the surveys, community conversations,
and interviews was qualitative in nature, it felt right to present the data more visually.
The data was shared via posters displayed in the room. See Our Shared Food Vision:
What We Heard. Each pillar was represented on a poster and was accompanied by two
more posters, one with the themes and sub-themes that emerged from the data and the
second with supporting quotes. The participants were instructed to take roughly 15
minutes to walk around the room and read the posters (data tour), being mindful of the
results; if they resonated with them, if they felt anything was surprising, and if they
thought anything may be missing from the data.
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Data Tour Reactions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Building community around food
Effect of poor quality on health and community
40% increase in food bank use
Scarcity
Disparity
Lack of opportunities for those most affected
Ability to share food
Community meals keep communities alive
Limitations
Commonalities between the pillars
“restorative agriculture” à voice of the land à “we used to know how to do this”
how do we get back?
Themes consistent across groups
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Panel Discussion
Each of the five pillars was represented by a person involved in an associated sector of
work and a sixth speaker addressed ‘powers’ (government powers and their role as well
as powers of community i.e. grass roots)
• Powers: Satya Ramen (Ecology Action Centre)
• Lands and Waters: Tristian Simon (Bras D’Or Lakes Collaborative Environmental
Planning Initiative)
• Healthy Communities: Karen MacKinnon (Nova Scotia Health Authority)
• Food Literacy: Karen Mackinnon
• Food Culture and Celebration: Yvette Rogers (Celtic Colours)
• Food Economy: Patrick Austin (Cape Breton Partnership - Victoria County EDO)
The panel discussion was moderated by Kailea Pedley. It was broken into three rounds,
each round lasted 20 minutes allowing the panel members approximately three minutes
to answer their question.
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Round 1
Does this resonate? What is missing? Anything surprising? Can you find your work in
these findings?
Healthy Communities – Karen MacKinnon
It was not surprising to Karen that affordability, food access, and poverty were prevalent
in the data. She also mentioned that food as a basic human right stood out to her. “The
question then becomes what is ‘good food’ relative to who you are and the choices you
have to make.” Karen informed us that the cost to feed a family “basic” food for one
month is $935, and that the income supports provided to people are just not enough to
cover this cost. “Perhaps we need to stop focusing on band-aid solutions when it is
bigger incomes that people need. It may be time to invest more energy in guaranteed
annual income/basic income as a solution.”
There are many barriers for people to obtain food and they include not only the choices
one has to make, but also the stigma attached to poverty and potentially the rural
barriers. According to Karen there is a misconception that people living in low income
situations do not have food skills, and that learning new food skills is not going to solve
the issue of not having enough income to choose healthier options.
Powers – Satya
Ramen
Satya believes that
for the people most
affected to have a
voice there needs to
be a mix of solutions
including short term
action and larger
initiatives. Although
food crosses
government
jurisdictions, many
of the issues are rooted in social change and not just government, therefore new ways
of working together for bigger, longer-term changes are needed.
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Local Food Economy – Patrick Austin
Patrick began by acknowledging that the climate in Cape Breton poses issues for yearround farming, which makes becoming a food-sustainable island a challenge. He
suggests that although greenhouses may appear to be a good solution to this problem,
they are extremely expensive to buy and operate through the winter. He does believe
that there are viable options regarding greenhouses, which could include co-operative
greenhouses.
Patrick also addressed the idea of subsidy for farmers. He informed us that subsides do
not go to agriculture for vegetable production, they go to dairy production which is
influenced by the trade agreements Canada has.
Patrick was surprised to see that with the growing demand for vegetarianism on a
national level that it did not come through in the data.
Food Culture and Celebration – Yvette Rogers
Yvette suggested that there is an opportunity to reconnect to the culture on the island
and to use food as not only a learning tool but also a way to reach out to vulnerable
people. The most realistic way Yvette could see to make this happen is through
community meals. She believes that these meals could help remove barriers within the
community.
Lands and Waters – Tristan Simon
One of the most important aspects of land and water to Tristan is the balance of
sustainable fishing, tourism etc., with environmental stewardship of the Bras d’Or Lakes,
and the land in general. He is concerned that if more agriculture takes over the land,
wild food sources, like moose, may be impacted.
Food Literacy – Karen MacKinnon
Karen suggested that there is always room to learn more about food and that there is a
misconception that we have lost food skills over the years. There appear to be many
workshops and seminars on different food skills and knowledge, and Karen suggests that
food literacy is not a solid solution to food insecurity, as income is more of a problem.
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Round 2
Open question to the whole panel: Do you see an opportunity related to your
pillar/theme that also links to work in other themes? OR What opportunities do you
see for work that cuts across these food pillars in Cape Breton? Blended in with
questions and discussion from the participants.
Connections and opportunities:
• We have so much to learn from each other
• Teaches relationship with the land
• There is tension around priorities
• The challenges we are up against are led by the same systems as those seeking
solutions. The people are at the heart of these systems – how do we get to this
root?
• Working together as a community on larger projects: community greenhouse
project, community pantry, community freezers
• Foster a culture of sharing
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•

Enhance our ability to be mindful and respectful of the balance between
environment and food in terms of production/economy and need for sustainable
practices

Round 3
Questions and discussion from the participants:
• All of these issues are broad but all are important and connected
• Getting more people on a volunteer level can happen. It helps to be specific and
start asking different groups i.e. youth
• We need to think about the environment, different species, agricultural runoff,
etc. “Plants and animals have rights just like humans”
• Food production is not easy, never know how much to produce at any given time.
There needs to be more effective ways to get their food into the hands of the
community, into schools and other institutions
• We need to be more political à elected officials are not hearing about food and
the only get on what there is traction for.
• Organizing
• Advocacy
• Systems
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Reflections and Sensemaking
After having a chance to tour the findings, and listen to the panel discussion, participants
were divided into four groups (organized by pillars) to reflect on the information from
the day. They were asked: What are you noticing? This is what the groups had to say.
Healthy Communities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community policy – organization policy
Move away from band-aid and short term
Existing organizations could have more potential with resources
Not duplicating resources
Resources to afford food
Environmentally/eco-friendly practices
Support local initiatives
All about income
Language

Local Food Economy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need less regulations to develop cheese industry, or different for small scale production
Pasteurization = expensive to monitor
Chicken quota cost $$$ à licenses for 1000 chickens = PAPERWORK
Need local abattoirs à causes STRESS (to producers and to animals)
Need to change eating habits seasonally
Year round growing = not energy efficient
Create land sharing to get other farmers
Political organizing à need training
Need to communicate that paying more = supporting local economy
How do we make local food accessible at restaurants?
Small farms need subsidies or restaurants will continue to use SYSCO
Locals can only buy frozen fish in Inverness why?
Use ‘pay-what-you-can’ model for farm products
Sobeys not willing to pay retail prices from small farmers

Lands and Waters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Current system doesn’t support stewardship – need to grapple with the tension between the need to
meet needs now in a broken system, and moving towards a more sustainable system
Much of the land is owned by people from away
What tools do we have (i.e. development standards, tax breaks) to encourage people who are not on
their land full-time to provide it for agriculture purposes
Climate change à vulnerable communities will face the worst
People intrinsically have more than they need à pressure and imbalance on environment
Colonization à divisions in community reflection of this
What can and should we grow sustainably on this island?
Centralization à Eskasoni unsustainable population
Fish farming example of this tension: compromises between people’s wants and environment
stewardship
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Food Literacy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning food skills in school is fun
School gardens and greenhouses à kitchen!
Anxious feeling!
Increasing interest in food
Lots of opportunities in food literacy
Kids are crazy about food
Farmers and consumers both need education for healthy food and land

Opportunities and Next Steps
Sharing back the data and making sense of it all is very important but equally important
is trying to unravel what comes next. We took a moment to explore some of the ways in
which this work can move forward. Eric explained what a coalition might look like. It
would be similar to the FPWG but more structured; a strong team for developing and
implementing a Food Action Plan. The Island Food Network would serve as the
backbone for this project. Together the group discussed some of these options in greater
detail. Overall, common threads were around the need for collaboration, advocacy, and
involving decision makers.
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Food Action Plan
•
•
•
•
•

Need buy-in and resources from leaders
Biggest container for the work
Housing/homelessness community plan à overlap
Capacity and opportunities for advocacy
Enabling connections

Coalition
•
•
•
•

Involve decision makers
Serve an advisory role
Who needs to be at the table?
CEPI – governance structure
o Senior council (twice a year) à Management
committee (once a month) – steering
committee (quarterly)

Convening
•

Host an annual or biennial food forum

Stay tuned for a final
version of the Shared
Food Vision, along with
a synthesis of findings
from community
engagement and this
sensemaking session.
If you have any questions or
you’d like to get involved,
contact Jody Nelson at
islandfoodnetwork@gmail.com
Photos taken by Steve Wadden
Production of this document has been made possible through a financial contribution from Public Health Agency of Canada.
The views expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of Public Health Agency of Canada
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